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MICHELE]. GELFAND AND CHRISTOPHER MCCUSKER

As we enter the new millennium, cross-cultural negotiations are becoming the norm,
rather than the exception, involving people at all levels of the organization -from CEOs
to customers alike. Yet the increasing ne~d fQf p~ctical so.lutiQns on_managing cultural
dynamics in negotiation is not matched by the focus on culture in the science of
negotiation, which re~ians primarily a Western enterprise (Pruitt and Carnevale, 1993).
The purpose of this chapter is to further advance cultural perspectives in the science of
negotiation. Our aims are to review some of the existing research perspectives on the
topic, to discuss their strengths and weaknesses, and to pro..ide an alternative and
complementary perspective for further research. Specifically, \ve introduce a metaphor
perspective on culture and negotiation. Metapfiorpraysa-diiarro1emTha~t~~na
theoretical mechanism for linking research on culture aiid- negonanon -and-a" practical-
tool for managing negotition processes. We offer itS theoretical bais, 'examples of its
manifestations in the US and japan, and descriptions of research issues that ariselrom-
studying how negotiation is socially cons~cted through metaphor,_Before discussing
culture, we first define negotiation and provide a brief overview of its sans-cultural
traditions. "

I

{fJ-

NEGOTIATION

Negotiation has been described as a communicative exchange (e.g., Putnam and Poole,
1987) through which participants "define or redefine the terms of their interdependence
(Walton and McKersie, 1965)." It is a pervasive form of social interaction that is
conducted frequendy in formal arenas, such as international relations, industrial rela-
tions, and manage~ubordinate relations, as well as informal arenas, such as intellJer-
sonal relations and marital decision-making (Pruitt and Carne\-ale, 1993). Although these
arenas are quite diverse, there are some common elements of negotiation that are
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applicable across contexts. Specifically, negotiation. situations have "at least five core

5)10lrncteristics: (I) parties have, or perceive that they have, a conflict of interest; (2)
e~rtiesare engaged in communication; (3) compromises are possible; (4) parties can make
P!ovisional offers and counter-offers .to each other; and (5) parties are temporarily joined
togeth~r voluntarily, and their outcomes. are determined jointly (Ch~rtkoff and Esser,
1976; Cross, 1965; Rubin and Brown, 1975).

N~gotiation has been a r~search priOrity since the ~arliest days of social psychology
(e.g., Deutsch and Krauss, 1962) and organizational behavior (~.g., Walton and McKersie,

1965). Negotiation research is important for both theoretical and practical reasons.
Theory.driven r~search se~ks an understanding of basic processes and outcomes of
negotiation, wher~as practical research attempts to find ways to help negotiators get
better results. Many aspects of negotiation have received attention (see r~views by
Carnevale and Pruitt, 1992; Bazerman et al., 2000). Although th~re is no single all.

~ncompassing theory or method of negotiation, Pruitt and Carne-.-aIe (1993) concluded
that a dominant paradigm underlies most behavioral research on negotiation. Most of
this r~search places an emphasis on psychological processes. Indeed, one of the main

contributions of the dominant paradigm has been the demonstration that negotiation
dynamics are influenced by the manner in which negotiators are thinking and feeling.

Within the dominant paradigm there are different research emphases (see Baz~rman,
et al., 2000). For example, research within the cognitive tradition examin~s negotiation
as a form of decision making and focuses on perception and infonnation processing

(Bazerman and. C.ar:r:C?Il,_1 ~87:,_.B_~z~~~~~~Q_N~~~,_1.983;Thompson, .1990). Research
within the motivational tradition examines negotiation as a response to social conflict and
its focuses on the role of goals and interests (Pruitt, 1981; Pruitt and Ca.rnevale, 1993;
Pruitt and Rubin, 1986). In both of these traditions, researchers often make a distinction
bet\veen what is referr~d to as dirtribuhve negotiation structures from those that are
uuegrative in nature. In the fonner, n~gotiators' interests are diam~trically opposed,
resulting in thc fact that a gain for one p~ is a loss for the oth~r. However, in

in prioritIes on the issues, iesultiiig-inilie"po~bility- or~aeoffs. As a: result, it is possible
to cre~te agreements that are of mutual advantage or win-win.1 In recent years, there is
also an ever-increasing interest in the social context" of negotiation (Kramer and Messick,
1995). For example, recent studies anal~e- issues such as negotiators' relationships,
n~gotiation te~ (~.g., Thompson, Peterson, and Kray, 1995), and social norms (e.g.,
Pruitt and Carnevale, 1993). ~ : -:.- :. ~ -.

Culture is the broadest social context in which negotiations occur (Carnevale, 1995).
The importance of culture in negotiation has been increasingly recognized (e.g., Adler,
1986; Faure and Rubin, 1993; Fisher, 1980; Harris and Moran, 1979; Janosik, 1987;
Weiss, 1993). Next, we discuss \vhy culture is important in the sci~nce of negotiation, and
re..iew perspectives on culture and negotiation that do exist.

THE CULTURAL MANDATE

We are living in an era of increasing global intimacy as interdependent relationships

among people of different ~ultures are on the rise. As expressed by Clifford Geertz (J"CzU
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lark Time.r ,Wngazine, April 9, 1995, p. 44), thanks, to "the deprovincialization of the \vorld,
we're going to be in each other's.faces more." Since benefits derived from interdependent
relationships are greater when conflict is managed constructively (Deutsch, 1973), the
practical consequences of culture for interpersonal negotiation must be understood. As
such, a beha..ioral perspective on cu~ture and negotiation is needed for practical reasons.

The theoretical motivation for studying culture and negotiation is also compelling.
Research on negotiation should strive to build universal laws -those whose validity
generalizes across cultural contexts. Universal claims make sense when laws are based on
variables that are commonly and similarly experienced by all humans, such as biological
factors (e.g., hormones), ecological pressures (e.g., need for shelter), or exposure to
elementary social structures (e.g., parent-child relations) (Pepitone and Triandis, 1987).

However, as we have noted, most behavioral research on negotiation has been done in
North America and Western Europe, regions of the world identified as relatively indi-
vidualistic (Hofstede, 1980a). Both personal and environmental factors should be taken
into account to understand negotiation behavior (Lcwin, 1935). Consistent with individu-
alism, behavioral negotiation theory typically assumes self-interested parties and downplays
group aspects of the negotiation environment (Pruitt and Carnevale, 1993). Since culture
migh~ impact both behavior of negotiators and assumptions of researchers, a better
understanding of each may result from cross-cultural research.

In sum, a provocative area of inquiry lies at the intersection of culture and negotiation
for both prac!;ical and theoretical reasons. Below we summarize existing research per-
spectives on culture and negotiation, discuss their strengths and weaknesses, and offer an
alternative and complementary perspective based on metaphor.

In recent years, there has been increasing attention to the study of culture and
negotiation. Emerging perspectives can generally be grouped into three categories: (!l
case study approaches, which provide in-depth analyses of specific intercultural or intracultu~
ne~~tia~ons;(2) CToss-national.c~parative.app~oac~, which docume~t diffe~ences and simi1.
lantles."~"--.~~_~~or.ne~tlatlon tactIcs In different gec;>graphic locatIons; ~nd~.or.e
recendy, (3) culJuTal dimension ~proac~, w~ch ~nalyze~ negot:!ation behavior across c~~

\tures a~cor~_ng ~o di~ensiQ~Q(~u1~~.variation (!!orsted~: ~80; Sch-wafiZ,-1994).!
~Vhile not necessarily inclusive of all possible approaches to the topic, thls'rep"resents
much of the empirical approach to the study of negotiation and culture (see also reviews
by Gelfand and Dyer, 2000, and Lyde, Brett, Barsness, Tinsley, and Janssens, 1995).
Collectively, these approaches illustrate that culture is an important element of negotia-
tions. As with any theoretical perspective, each gives unique insights into cultural effects
in negotiation, and each has strengths and weaknesses, \vhich are discussed below.

The case study approach offers a rich, culture-specific (emic) perspective on culture and
negotiation, and includes specific advice regarding negotiation styles in different cultures.
One can find information about negotiating in China (Blackman, 1997; Pye 1982), Japan
(Hawrysh and Zaichkowsky, 1989; March, 1990), Korea (fung, 1991a),1\IIexico (Harris and
Moran, 1979), Russia (Schecter, 1998; Smith, 1989), Spain (Burton, 1994) among others
(Acuff, 1997; Salacuse, 1991). Likewise, there are a number of in-depth case studies and
archival studies of intercultural negotiations available (Anand, 1981; Cohen, 1991;
Cohen, 1987; Faure and Rubin, 1993; Glenn, Witmeyer, and Stevenson, 1977; Kimura,

1980; Strazar, 1981).
SlTe1lgtllS and zveaknesses. Case studies are useful in that they pro..ide holistic accounts of
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a ~pecific negotiation context, and typically provide information on wh"at to avoid \vhen
conducting negoti.\tions in particular cultures. Yet, at the same time, because they hone
in on different aspects of culture and different aspects of negotiation, they are less useful
for bllilding theory across a wide variety of contexts. Since such accounts do not have
an}' common metric, it is difficult to under:stand what is cultural per se, and how culture
operates in negotiation. Moreover, given that such accounts are difficult to generalize, it
is difficult to prescribe advice to managers negotiating in multiple cultures. Finally, such
accounts are often static, and do not account for cultural change and within-culture
differences.

Cross-national comparatioe approaches are the most common kind of research on this tOpiC.
They involve making systematic comparisons between samples of interest drawn from
different locations of the world. An inference is made that "culture" amounts to "people
from different locations." For example, culture has been defined as "a difference in
national heritage and permanent residence of the parties in negotiation" (Graham, 1983:
198). Obtained between-sample differences on negotiation variables then co"unt as evi-
dence that "cultural differences" exist. Considerable evidence suggests that negotiation
behavior varies from location to location based on this approach. For example, existing
research can be found comparing the tactics and outcomes of Americans with Brazilians
and Japanese (e.g., Graham, 1984), Canadians (e.g., Adler, Graham, and Gehrke, 1987),
Chinese (e.g., Adler, Brahm, and Graham, 1992), French (e.g., Campbell, Graham,
Jolibert, and Meissner, 1988), and Russians (e.g., Graham, Evenko, and Rajan, 1993),
among others.

Strengths and weab,esSes. This approach has begun to accumulate a diverse pattern of
empirical facts, usually taking the form, "People from country X use more Y tactics and
achieve more (or less) outcomes in negotiation than people in country Z (Zartman,
1993)." Such results demonstrate that culture plays a role in negotiation, and that we
cannot necessarily generalize findings from one country to another. Moreover, unlike the
pre\iOllS approach, this research attempts \;9 find a common metric upon which negotia-
tions can be compared. While such differences provide evidence in favor of the claim-
that cul~re plays a role in negotiation, this approach has been criticized for its athcoretical
orientation (Lytle, et al., 1995; Zarnnan, 1993). For example, Zartman (1993: 17)
concludes that culture is "every bit as relevant as breakfast and to much the same extent.
like the particular type of breakfast the negotiators ate, culture is cited primarily for its
ntgatioe effects. Yet even the best understanding of any such effect is tautological, its

measure vague, and its role in the process basically epiphenomenal."
Such concerns arise mostly from the practice of inferring culture from "location of

sample," which can lead to inexplicit theorizing about culture, circular causal reasoning,
and conclusions that resemble stereotypes. As explained by Zartman (p. 18), ., Although

conceived as the determinant of personal behavior, culture is a social phenomenon and
so is related to a particular society. But it is never clearly established why the given traits
inhere in that society. The approach perpetuates stereotypes and self-proving
h}votheses...African culture (or \vhoever) is what Mricans (or whoever) do, and they do
it because they arc Africans (or whoever)." Also, this issue extends to the problem of
m~naging cross-cultural negotiations. For instance, what are the managerial conse-
qllences of average tendencies of groups of negotiators? One negotiates \vith another

. h .", ~ ."person, not Wit runcans,. on average.
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The third and more recent approach is the cultural dimensions approach. Research in this
tradition often derives. predictions about negotiation beha"ior and outcomes based on
broad culture-level dimensions, most notably, individualism-collectivism, power distance,

uncertainty avoidance, and/or masculinity-femininity (Brett and Okumura, 1998; Gelfand
and Christakopolou, 1999; McCusker, 1994; Natlandsmyr and Rognes, 1995; Tinsley,
1998). This approach offers a much-needed "theoretical" boost to the study of negotia-
tion within the etic, comparative tradition by incorporating cultural dimensions into

negotiation theory.
For example, Natlandsmyr and Rognes (1995) created two opposing hypotheses based

on Hofstede's broad culture value dimensions: Norwegians would have more integrative
outcomes than Mexicans based on their low masculinity, weak uncertainty avoidance,
and low power distance scores in Hofstede's (1980a) study. Alternatively, based on
Hofstede's (1980a) individualism scores, they hypothesized that Mexicans would have
more integrative outcomes than Norwegians. Support was found for their first hypothesis,
in tha_t NolWegians had more integrative outcomes than Mexicans. Likewise, Tinsley
(1998) linked dimensions of culture with negotiators' beliefs about normative conflict
models. She found that cultural differences on hierarchical differentiation (acceptance of
social inequality, such as]apan), explicit contracting (using formal agreements, such.as in
Germany), and polychronicity (processing many tasks simultaneously, such as in the US)
were related to preferences for using authorities, relying on external regulations, and
integrating interests in conflicts, respectively.

Strt7}gths and ~~~ses.. R~s~archin ~ ~dition represents an advance from previous
---~pp~~~~h~s -by shifting the focus from using "location" to infer culture (and merely

documenting differences), to making a priori predictions from general cultural dimensions,
and in some studies, verifying those cultural assumptions with existing measures (e.g.,
McCusker, 1994). In this respect, we are in a better position to understand some of the
reasons for why there are differences in negotiation. Nevertheless, a weakness of this
approach is that it generally uses broad and distal predictors (i.e., dimensions of culture) to~--understand--5,et:i.fit-behaviof-in-rfe-gotiations-:- 

However,-suth-"historical" concepts are not
the bestprewctors ofcurrent-acnons(FlShbeiri an.d Ajien, 1975). In contrast, actions are
determined from contemporaneous psychological states -those that exist at the time the
actions are occurring. This is- what Lewin called the "life space," or psychological
en"ironment produced by the immediate situation. In this view, the past does affect
current action, b~tonly insofar as the past shapes the life space of a person at the
present. : : Indeed, the notion that broad dimensions are not as useful for predicting specific

behavior has been illustrated in research on culture in negotiation. For instance, several
authors (e.g., Tinsley, 1998) have noted there is much between-country variance in
negotiation behavior and outcomes that is not explained by broad cultural dimensions.
This suggests that our current traditions do not offer enough insight into how culture
operates. Finally, the dimensional approach suffers from an inability to give prescriptive
ad"1ce for managers. Cultures differ on many dimensions, and are complex wholes (Lytle
et al., 1995), and as such, ad"1ce given based on individual dimensions has the potential
to be piecemeal and even conflicting.

~
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-SUMMARY

Existing research perspecrives have. undoubtedly helped us to begin to understand the
importance of culture and negociarion, and each has unique strengths and weaknesses, all
of which point to the need for new research perspectives. We believe that building on the
strengths of each approach is important in advancing other perspecrives on culture and
negotiation. In particular, studies of culture and negotiation have demonstrated that we
need to have a holistic account of culture that captures the multidimensional nature of
culture (i.e, the case study approach). We also need to have a common metric upon which to
make comparisons (i.e., the cross-national comparative approach), and we need co formulate
theory regarding wilY differences arise in negotiation (cultural dimensions approach). Yet even
further, we argue that we need to have an account of culture that is proximal co the
negotiarion context (is in the here and now); demonstrate how culture jimctions in the
system of negotiation, and demoiiSttate culture's utilifJ for managers.

A 

METAPHOR PERSPECTIVE ON CULTURE AND NEGOTIATION

Based on the previous discussion, we advance an alternative, yet complementary, per-
spective on cultural infonnation processing and negotiation, which has its roots in
cultural psychology (Bruner, 1990; Shweder and Levine, 1984), linguistics (Lakoff, 1993;
Gibbs, 1990; Onony, 1993), (cognitive science (Gentner, 1983) and psychological anthro-
pology (Schwanz, White, and Lutz, 1992). Consistent with a Lewinian perspective, and
with existing vie\vs in cultural psychology, we argue that culture affects how people
"enter into meaning" in the contemporaneous negotiation context. Central to our
analysis is the assertion that shared metaphors, or coherent, holistic conceptual meaning
..$ystems, which have been developed and cultivated in particular socio-cultural en\;ron-

-~-men~;m-c~n-'tointerPret,- stfUcture, and organize social action in negotiations. Below,
~v~ discuss -the nature of culture as meaning s~tems, before turning to a discussion of the
func~on of these meanings in negotiation.

+

CONCEPTUALIZING CULTURE

In conceptualizing culture, we focus on the nature of culture as it exists in the here and
no\v of negotiating. We adapt Geertz's (1973) perspective, which posits that culture
consists of "historically transmitted patterns of meanings embodied in symbols, a system
of inherited conceptions expressed in symbolic fonns by means of which people commu-
nicate, perpetuate, and develop knowledge about attitudes to\vard life."

Meanings fundamentally reflect mappings across conceptual domains, or what has
been referred to as metaplWT (Lakoff, 1987). While we experience them through language,
metaphors operate on a conceptual level. The idea that metaphors are more than
lingtlistic devices stems from Reddy (1993, who showed how the "condllit" metaphor
conceptualizes the experience of communication. Since then, a gro\ving body of evidence
from cognitive science and lingtlistics supports the contention that metaphors are the
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basic mechanism through which humans conceptualize experience (Gibbs, 1990; Lakoff,

1987; see also Ortony, 1993). .

More specifically, metaphors are coherent conceptual systems in which different

domains of experience are put .into the same category so that knowledge from one can

be used to make sense of the other (Lakoff, 1993). Metaphors can be thought of as sets

of conceptual mappings that take place between domains of experience. While humans

ar~capable of a wide array of different conceptual mappings, some are selective[)I developed,

activated, and perpetuated through participation in social institutions and practices. As an example,

Lakoff (1993: 243) illustrates how most basic concepts, such as time, are based on

everyday socio-cultural experiences, and conceptualized through metaphor:

We have a TUvIEas MONEY metaphor, shown by expressions like he's wasting time, I

ha""e to budget my time, this will save you rime; I've invested a lot of time in that; he doesn't

use his time profitably. This metaphor came into English use about the time of the industrial

revolution, when people started to be paid for work by the amount of time they put in.

Thus, the factory led to the institutional pairing of periods of time with amounts of money I

which formed the experiential bases of the metaphor. Since then. ..the budgeting of ~ime

has spread tl1roughout American culture.

As in the above example, metaphors use infonnation from a well-developed knowledge

source domain (i.e., money) to construct a mental model about another target domain

(i.e, time). Through cross-domain mappings, the entities associated with money (i.e.,

budgeting, saving, wasting) are_specifically applied to the domain of time.

The cognitive process of making sense of something new based on. what- is known already has been referred to as apperception (James, 1890). Through apperception, sets of

ontological correspondences are made between current and past experiences, and an

interpreted "pattern of' behavior from a previous social situation becomes a "pattern

for" expressing behavior in a current one. Thus, in the pre"ious example, we construct

meaning about the concept of time through a well-developed frame of reference, and the

experience of time becomes like the experience of money. Imp'?_~~~r?_i~~__~ed that

this process takes place rapidly, automatically, and largely unconsciously (Lakoff, t~~3),_-

and further, once it has taken place, the meanings become indistinguishabl_e from reality

~tse1f (Markus et aI., 1997).

Apperception and metaphoric mapping are assumed to be natural cognitive processes

that are universally applicable to all humans. Yet because metaphoric mappings stern

from participation in social institutions and practices, the content of metaphoric mappings

varies tremendously across socia-cultural contexts. Put simply, exposure -to a similar---

cultural environment leads to shared metaphors (mental sameness) between members of

groups. lv/ental sameness refers to intersubjective similarity in perceptions of a cultural

environment ber.veen members of cultural groups (tvIalinowski, 1927). Likewise, to the

extent that experiences diverge across socio-cultural contexts, metaphoric mappings

between individuals will diverge as well. For example, the notion of "time as money" is

a shared metaphor in the West, which is based on shared experiences, yet it does not

exist in all cultures (Hall, 1984; Lakoff and Johnson, 1980). Thus, while metaphoric

mappings are believed to have a universal function (i.e., pro\ide a conceptual scheme for

interpretation and expression), and follow a universal process (i.e., .the process of apper-

ception), the products of this process, which are the contents of metaphors, should be

culture-specific (see also Gannon and Associates, 1994).

I},
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Consistent \vith a Geerztian perspective, although .shared conceptual mappings are
implicit, they are created, perpetuated, .expressed, and institutionalized in various ~"}/mbolic
JomlS, such as language, laws, everyday routines and rituals, artifacts, etc. For example, .

conct"ptllal mappings of time and money result in the development of language through
\vhich we commlmicate our conceptual mappings. In this respect, language is seen as a
tool for "creating, maintaining, and communicating social and psychological realities,
rather than merely a representational system" (Miller, 1997 citing Ochs, 1988: 94). Thus,
symbols are the shared t.tplicil coordinates of metaphoric mappings. Put differently, \'ihile
conceptllal mappings are ontologically subjective (i.e., thoughts are private), cultural
symbols are epistemologically objective (i.e., symbols are transmitted benveen partici-
pants and can be directly experienced by more than one participant; see also Searle,

1995).
In sum, culture consists of shared meanings which are structured through cross-

domain mappings (i.e., metaphors) that develop through experience, and that are em-
bodied and perpetuated in various symbolic forms. Most basic concepts, such as time, are ---
based on everyday experience, and conceptualized through metaphor (Lakoff and Johnson,
1980). Metaphors are not merely linguistic devices, but rather are a fundamental
cognitive process. While this process is likely universal, the content of metaphors is

cliiture-specific.
\Vith this perspective in mind, we now turn to the role of metaphor in the system of

negotiation. Just as other concepts and activities are conceptualized through metaphor,
\\'e argue that negotiations are conceptualized through metaphoric mappings. However,
such metaphoric mappings are not univeis~ ;;;;theyare- coriditioned-tnrougli-participa': -.-

tion in institutions and practices. That is, based on shared experience, a set of ontological
correspondences are made between one domain of experience (such as war, or competi-
tive sports) and the domain of negotiation, and in doing so, create different subjective
and social realities of negotiation in different cultures. In the next section, we elaborate
on this argument by first discussing the nature and f~nction of metaphor in negotiation,
and then discussing examples of metaphors-o£:-negoriation-in--the. US-andJapan. -

~---

THE FUNCTION OF METAPHOR IN NEGOTIATION

Consider the following example of argumml as war, offered by LakotT and Johnson (1980:

4'.,.r , ,

l, '
,~
;,;~

.Your claims are indefensible.

.He QUacked every weak point in my argument.
.His criticisms were right on target.
.I demolished his arg1.lment.
.I've never won an argument \~ith him.
.He shot down all of my arguments.

AS discussed by LakofT and Johnson (1980), this exanlple is not merely reflective of a
lingtlistic de..ice, but rather the e.tperience of argumentation is conceived of in terms of the
domain of \var. In this respect, "many of the things we do in arguing are partially
structured by the concept of \var. Though there is no physical battle, there is a verbal

.
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battle, and the structure of an argument -at.tack, defense, counterattack, etc. reflects
this. ..it structures the actions. we perfonn in arguing" (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980: -!).

Importantly, in the previouS example, war metaphors do more than merely represent
knowledge. They also have di:rective functions in negotiation. First, metaphors function
to create interlhonal subjective realities (Bruner, 1990; Miller, 1997). In other words, metaphors
dictate what negotiators should take to be their psychological reality -what does and
does not exist (Kashima, 1994). In this respect, we argue that metaphors have a
constitlltive function in negotiation (cf. Miller, 1997) in that they contain concepts for
defining the subjective reality of negotiation. Moreover, such subjective states are inten-
tional in that they guide actiqn. As Kashima (1994) states, "metaphors are not just food
for thought, but food for action" (p. 352). The second function is social and concerns
negotiation as a form of collective action. Here, we argue that coordinated, organized
social action between negotiators is made possible through shared metaphoric mappings
and their objective symbolic referents. In this respect, we suggest that metaphors have an
organizing (YVeick, 1979) function in t~~ system of negotiation. Each of these functions is
discussed in turn.

PSYCHOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF METAPHOR

-@-
I

-r

The first runction or metaphors in negotiation is to provide a set or ideas ror interpreting
the context, or defining the environment, of negotiation. Since negotiation is a form of
social activity that exists only through mutual participation, metaphors pro..ide a coher-
ent, conceptual scheme ror defining that activity. To use a metaphor, the conceptual
content or metaphors can be used to "define the game" that "we" are playing. Metaphors
give an answer to the question, "what are we doing here?" ror indi"idual participants in
a contemporaneous social context which are constitutive of the acti..ity. For example,
Searle (1995) explains how ideas have a "constitutive runction" for social acti"ities \vith
th~ game or ~hess:

the rules of chess do nor regulate an antecedently existing activity. It is not the case that
there were a lot of people pushing bits of wood around on boards, and in order to pre,,-ent
them from bumping into each other all the time and creating traffic jams, \ve had to regulate
the activity. Rather, the rules of chess create the very possibility of playing chess. The rules
are constitutive of chess in the sense that playing chess is constituted in part by acting in
accord with the rules. Such rules come in systems, and the rules individually, or sometimes

.the system collectively, characteristically have the form: X counts as Y in context C.

Searle's quote shows how the objective context of chess is virtually meaningless for
someone with no knowledge of the game. The board, ho\v the pieces are lined up, the
way each piece moves, and so on, are not intrinsic properties or the physical context.
Rather, the rules or chess transrorm those objective reatures or the context into a
meaningful social event. It is the rules themselves, as a system or ideas, which create the
very possibility or the game. In addition, ror chess to exist as a possibility, t\vo people
must similarly hold the belier, "we are playing chess" and have a common understanding
or ho\v "we" play. The entire set or actions that "I" can take as an individual chess player
depends entirely on the fact that "we are playing chess" has been established as a social

reality.

-+-
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)'ILlch like knowing the rules of chess is a prerequisit.e to playing the game, knowledge
or metaphors is a prerequisite to negoti~tion. In other words, negotiation is an experience
that is possible becaLlse pre-existing ideas define a meaningful social context. Metaphors
create the very possibility of "we are negotiating."

In addition, Searle's quote suggests 'that constitutive rules, like the ones that define the
game of chess or the context or negotiating, come in systems. That is, it is possible to
think of metaphoric mappings in terms of a system of ideas that come from a domain of
experience and that are useful in making sense of another domain of experience. Systems
tend to have a hierarchical structure (Simon, 1962). LakoffandJohnson (1980) describe
this hierarchical reatLlre in terms of "entailments" of metaphor. With respect to negotia-
tion, at the most superordinate level, metaphors are used to define the "we" negotiation
situational context. In other words, metaphors provide a basis for answering the question,
"JtJl7zat kind oj situation are we experiencing?" For example, is this context a battle? A family
gathering? A game? A dance? \Vithin a particular superordinate metaphor category,
there are many possible subsystems of meaning. These can be thought of as metaphoric
entailments, or subcategories, of a negotiation cont~xt. While an infinite number of
subsystems are possible, we analyze three that derive from a logical analysis of social

systems (Thelen, 1959; Simon, 1962; McCusker, 2001).
Specifically, the first level of analysis is problems. While a context surrounds all aspects

of negotiation, problems concern the tasks of negotiation. At the level of problems, the
kind of question answered by metaphors is, "mat kind oj task are we doing in this situation?
For example, are we conducting a performance contest to see who will win (entailed by
a game context)? In laboratory studies of negotiation, participants are given instructions
aboLlt problems, yet in real life metaphors contain such instructions. Indeed, research has
sho\vn that definitions of negotiation tasks can be construed differently (e.g., Bazerman,
et al., 1985; Pinkley, 1990; De Dreu and McCusker, 1997). \Vithin our perspective,
metaphors provide the basis ror participants to define task characteristics. For example,
a negotiation as seduction metaphor suggests a different task than a negotiation as dental work

metaphor.
The second level of analysis is scripts. Scripts concern norms for interaction. The kind

of question at stake for an analysis of scripts is, "How are we doing the tasks oj negotiating?".
Metaphors highlight aspects of the negotiation context that can enable or constrain
particular patterns of interaction. In experimental situations, for example, subjects are
constrained by instructions to exchange offers in a particular way. This can include
specific instructions about when and how negotiators can interact (e.g., send offers back
and forth in a sequential, turn-taking manner). Outside of the laboratory, the instructions
for patterns of interaction are contained in metaphors. For example, a negotiation as tango
metaphor would suggest that one person should lead during the negotiation process,
\vhereas concepts from a negotiation as tennis metaphor would suggest that either person
can lead at different times depending on who has earned the right to "serve."

Finally, the third level of analysis is feelings. Feelings in negotiation are based on
performance standards. In laboratory studies, negotiators are given instructions that
define outcomes associated with different levels of performance (e.g., "Try to get as many
points ror yourself as possible."). In real life, metaphors include concepts about \vhat
counts as effective performance (i.e., \vhen we should be happy about negotiation results).
The qLlestion Lmderlying the Lise or metaphor to interpret reelings is, "Ho\v are \ve
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evaluating the result of the negotiation?" For c;"xample, a negotiation as individual sport
metaphor su.ggest~ that feelings wi~ depend on which negotiator ended up \vith a relative
advantage over the other. Or, a negotiation asJamiiy vacation metaphor suggests that mutual
advantage is a basis for feelings.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS OF METAPHOR

~

A second function of metaphors is that they remove equivocality in social information

and organ~e social action. Organizing concerns the mechanisms through which social actors

stabilize meanings about common social conditions (\Yeick, 1979). Social action is said to

be "organized" when social conditions exist in the life space of actors in a "sensible

arrangement." Put another way, a social pattern is organized \vhen social actors are

oriented in the same way to common social conditions.

The notion of organizing dates back to Asch, who argued that "There can be no

concerted action between persons unless they have cognitively structured the given

conditions in somewhat similar ways" (Asch, 1959: 375). For social actors to hold

common meanings their individual systems of orientation must be overlapping (Newcombe,

1959). That is, they have to be situated in the same subjective reality, i.e., looking at the

situation from the same vantage point. This occurs if negotiators are using the same

metaphor to define the negotiation context. Put differently, this means that negotiators

are oriented in the same way to common contexts, and that negotiators have a similar

construal of the neg6riilncin piobliiil; the-script for solving it; and the feeliilgs associated \vith

different levels of perfonnance.

-A fundamental problem for organizing concerted social action, however, is that the

information in the en..ironment is equivocal. Equivocality is a property of social informa-

tion and refers to its capacity for multiple interpretations, or meanings (\Yeick, 1979). A

\vell-known example of an equivocal display is Wittgenstein's duckl rabbit image.- "Vhile

it remains ob jectively--the-.::same ,-it-can-bunterpreted-as-~ither--a.-duck- ar-- a- rabbit depending on how one is oriented to-it: ~--

In the context of negotiation, equivocality can come from a..-ariety of sources. In

negotiation, the "We" context is a major source o[equivocality. This is because any

beliefs that negotiators hold about what "we are doing" are based on assumptions about

the other party. In other words, the negotiation context, as represented in the minds of

negotiators as a system of "we" concepts, ~~~essarily con~~.ns assump_~o~ abou~ \vhat

the other negotiators are thinking. However, it is ontologically impossible to see \vhat

another negotiator is thinking. In addition, the social world is full of a wide array of

possible metaphors for negotiation. There are many contexts that might be applicable,

each with its own set of problems, scripts, and feelings.

Metaphors provide negotiators with the capacity to remove equivocality about what

"\ve are doing" in two ways. The first way for metaphors to remove equivocality is for

negotiators to operate unconsciously from the same metaphor. This is more likely when

a cultural group relies on a single metaphor, derived from shared experiences. The other

way is for negotiators to resolve discrepancies in their beliefs about what "we are doing"

through the presentation of symbols. The communication of symbols through actions can

help situate negotiators in the same subjective reality, enabling concerted, organized,

+
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social action. This process is called "co-oTit7uation" (Ne\vcombe, [959). Co-orientation to a
metaphor occurs \vhel1 symbols are displayed and a c"orresponding set of concepts are
tht"n mutually understood. Moreover, by "co-orienting" to symbols throughout negotia-
tion, negotiators can continually cultivate a common metaphor. Communication, be it
verbal or nonverbal, is an example orsymbolic actions that are rooted in metaphor.

In sum, we propose that metaphors have an organizing function in negotiation.
Metaphors are made up of concepts and symbols. Negotiation processes are organized
when negotiators structure problems, scripts, and feelings in similar ways. This means
that a common set of concepts are used for defining the negotiation context. Since
concepts are ontologically subjective, and negotiation can be understood from an infinite
number of metaphors, equivocality pervades negotiation. But, a stable and mutual
metaphoric understanding is cultivated and reinforced in negotiation through an ongoing

symbolic exchange.

METAPHOR£C MODELS OF CULTURE AND NEGOT£ATION

In the current formltlation, cross-cultural differences amount to different \vays of defining
sllbjective realities and organizing social action in negotiation duoough different meta-
phoric mappings (and associated contexts, problems, scripts, and feelings) that have been
cultivated through shared experiences. To make these differences "isible, it is necessary
to make explicit the metaphors that have been cultivated in different cultural contexts.
Tharis; ihoi"aer to comp-are negotiation across cultures, we need to become a\vare of the
sllbsets of a"oailable metaphors and symbols that have been stored up and institutional-
ized through ~hared experience. Below, we juxtapose two metaphoric models, "negotiation
as sport' and "JVegotiation as it household gathering" to describe cultural differences in
negotiation for the U.S. and Japan, respectively. In our discussion, \ve focus on how co-
orientation to metaphoric mappings of the domain of sports versus the domain of the-Japanese-household 

.entails--the-social-construction of different problems, scnpts, and
-feelings in negotiations in these two cultures. Table 15.1 summarizes our discussion.
These are not the only metaphors that can be used to understand negotiation in these
t\vo ~ultures, a point.tQ which we will return later. Yet each is based on a tremendous
amolmt of shared experience in each cultural context, and thus offers a window into the
metaphoric dynamics of negotiation in these two cultures.

I

~ +-
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~f:~
SPORTS IN Ai\I(ERICA

Sports plays a paramount role in the life of most Americans (Gannon and Associates,
199.1,). Remarking more recendy on sports in America, President Bill Clinton argued
"America, rightly or wrongly, is a sports-crazed country. We often see games as a
me[aphor for what we are as a people" (New York Tzmes, April 18, 1998). Likewise, the
sportswriter Thomas Bos\vell no[ed:

Thcsc dajl"S, SpOI1S may be ~.hat .o\mericans talk about [he most. With the most knowledge.
Thc most passion. Not so long 3g0, such discussions... were couched in" spccificaily
rcli.~ous terms. ..Tad,,}", \\'herc \,.ould we reach first for material or met3phor to makc

.
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TABLE 15.1 Cultural differences for negotiation for the L"S and Japan, respectively

Target dOlnain Source domain

Problems To conduct a performance contest To ensure continuity and

harmony of the group
+ Task-oriented + Relationally oriented
+ Conflict is normal and overt + Conflict is avoided and kept

covert
+ Discrete activity (beginning and + Continuous activity (no

end; events are kept separate) beginning or end; interactions

in one context affect the other)
+ Action organized by universalistic + Actions organized by

rules particularistic rules
+ Turn-taking, reciprocity. + Status and needs dictate actions
+ Aggressive behavior yet + Face-saving is critical;

sportsmanship is expected. aggression is eschewed
+ Person is kept separate from + Person = task (is inseparable

the task from the task)
+ Outcomes are determined by + Outcomes are determined by

skill; are explicit roles; are implicit
+ Satisfaction is derived from + Satisfaction is derived from role

winning fulfillment

Scripts

Feelings

such points to our childrcn? Probably to sports. ..in fact, sports has becomc ccntral to \vhat
remains of our Amcrican scnsc of communily. (Washington Post, pp. 2+-6)

Given the amount of sharcd experiencc provided by sports, this metaphor has the
potential for sccing systematic patterns of cultural co-orientation in the domain of
negotiation in the U.S.

The domain of contcxt of sports has particular problcms, scripts, and feelings that arc
socially agreed upon and define the activity. A sporting event is a discrete activity with
a beginning and end. Each match is considered separate and unrelated. The "problem"
in sports is to conduct a performance contest between opposing players based on skill.
Each side in a sporting event is co-oriented to this basic problem. For example, when two
heavy- weights stand eye-to-eye before a boxing match, there is a clear consensus over
the "problem" to be solved by their looming social action. There is no need for one of
them to ask the other "Do you have any idea what is going on here?" They step into the
ring kno\ving that their problem is to "beat" the other side.

Sports also present a ..i..id image of co-orientation to scripts, or the rules that
coordinate social action during the performanc;:e contest. The "scripts" in sports concern

.
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ho\v the contest is carried out, or how the game is played. Co-orientation to scripts is

nt"ct":;sary for tIlt" contest to occur. For example, a child playing baseball for the first time

\~ill need to learn when to hit the ban, when to run to the "bases" and when to throw

the ball to other people. After "learning how to play," scripts are not something that

need to be discussed before the contest. Hitting the ball and then running to third base

\vould be a sure way for a professional baseball player to make the evening ne..vs.

While scripts vary from sport to sport, there are numerous scripts that arc common to

most sports. First, sports have formal rules that are established to equalize the teams.

These rules ensure that each team is given a fair chance to win by creating a clearly

defined, objectively fair framework within which the competition takes place. For exam-

ple, sports involve turn-taking (e.g., in boxing, exchange ofblo\vs; in baseball, batting and

fielding; in football, offense and defense) in which players get equal chances to score

points. Professional sports implement or change rules in order to achieve parity and

enhance fair competition. For example, most professional sports hold an annual draft, in

\vhich the best new players are distributed to the inferior teams in order to give them the

chance to become more competitive. Similarly, in baseball; the "expanded strike zone"

rule was implemented to make pitchers more competitive when it was determined that

batters had achieved an advantage.

Second, all sports involve the use of a strategy, or a calculated play about a sequence

of events, to coordinate actions among players for the purpose of scoring. Strategies

involve the use of logic, and are based on facts and figures about pre-existing conditions.

They are rarely based on feelings or intuition. Sports scripts also involve recorded action,

in that points are tallied as the process ensues, and there are oftenIio "d6;;6vers."-(i:e:~- going back in time). Finally, scripts in many sports serve to legitimize and enable

ritualized aggression. Aggressive behavior, however, is confined to the event itself, arid .:.-~-

scripts dictate that players engage in friendly bcha..ior outside of the event (i.e., have

good sportsmanship). All of the aforementioned scripts are unwersalirtii: -they apply to all -.

teams and players, regardless of position, ability, or preferences.

Sports also provide a- vivid image of co-orientation to mctrics.oC perCorInancer\vhir-h .

correspond to ideas about why some outcomcsJeel better than others. The "outcomes!'.inc sports concern the meaning of actions, i.e., performance. It is understood that both sides

..vant to win. It is not necessary to discuss whether one side needs or deserves to wjn mo~__- ' than the other. Outcomes are based solely on performance metrics. It is impossible to

determine who should be happy or unhappy, i.e., who won versus lost, without them:--:.'

Moreover, you arc not a winner ora loser based on who you know, how hard you tried,

ho\v old you are, how long it has been since your last victory; and soon. You-a~; ~-~-~.~~-- -~--~. .."inner or a loser based on objective performance, e.g., more points. Importantly, the

consequences of outcomes (i.e., winning or losing) do not need to be discussed because

they produce unequivocal affective states. In individual sports, there are clear emotions

associated with ..vinners and losers: Winners arc happy, losers are upset. For example,

following their record-setting fourth championship defeat, there was no need to ask a

member of the Buffalo Bills football team, "what arc you feeling at this time?" There is

a pre-existing consensus regarding how different levels of performance translate into

affective states after the championship game.

Sports is a general metaphor that can be used to see culture in negotiation. To explore

this, we discuss t\vo basic types of contests -indi..i.dual versus team sports.

.
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INDrvrDUAL SPORTS AND DrSTRrBUTrVE NEGOTrATrON

[ndi\idual sports involve competition between individual actors. Some examples are golf,

tennis, boxing, running, racing, and the like. Individual sporting events are a metaphor
for distributive negotiation, a phenomenon well documented in the US (Pruitt and

Carnevale, 1993).
In distributive negotiation, each side is co-oriented to the problem -to outpace the

other, and to demonstrate relative advantage over the other. Parries know that the negotia-
tion involves zero-sum conflicting interests -one party will win and the other will lose.
Co-orientation to the negotiation task from an individual sports metaphor is one way to
interpret what has been called a "fLxed-pie" perception (fhompson and Hastie, 1990).
Negotiators do not typically begin distributive negotiation with discussion of whether
interests are opposed in reality. Cultural co-orientation to the problem results in distribu-
tive negotiation when knowledge from individual sporting competitions is mapped onto
the negotiation task. --

There is also a "script" for distributive negotiation which follows the "script" of
individual competition in many respects. Like turn-taking in sports, that script consists of
reciprocal concessions. That is, parties are expected to "exchange punches" or "volleys"
in the form of demands. The sports metaphor offers an explanation of the tendency for
negotiators to "overbid." Starting with higher offers lets negotiators "play the game" by
exchanging demands and scoring points. Negotiators use logic and strategize to obtain
desired outcomes. In 17ze Art and Science of Negotiation, Raiffa (1982) illustrates how

~ negotiators need to break a problem into parts, and weigh the advantages and disadvan-
I tages of different alternatives. Moreover, like sports, the distributive script also consists of

-recorded action and you cannot take back a concession (i.e., there are no "do-overs").
Finally, similar to ritualized aggression in sports, competitive tactics abolmd during

negotiations (e.g., threats, warning, positional commitments). Yet like good players in
sports, negotiations is viewed as a process in which substantive and relational issues

: 5-hOU1d~~-h-aitd1~d--;ep~t~Iy. Parries are expected to "separate the person from the
problem," and not take such behavior personally (FISher and Ury, 1981).

In distributive negotiation, there is also co-orientation to performance metrics consist-
-,. ~ ent with an individual sports metaphor. Just as we do not need to discuss \vhat losing a

championship game feels like, we do not need to discuss what making a concession feels
like. We are co-oriented to concessions as a symbol of loss. Therefore, we expect that any
feelings associated with concessions are negative. In this \vay, the sports metaphor can
offer an explanation for reactive devaluation (Stillenger, Epelbaum, Keltner, and Ross,
1990). If someone makes a concession, it means that they are at a relative disadvantage
and should experience the pain associated with loss. But, if they make a concession freely,
or are even delighted to do so, our common understanding about what that action meant
will produce suspicion. .o-\lso, agreement represents the end of the game, like a contest.
\-Yhen the agreement is reached, the issue is settled -one side \vas better than the other.

+-

-+
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TEAt.[ SPORTS AND INTEGRAT[VE NEGOTIATION

..

Sports metaphors can also be used to see co-orientation in integrative negotiation.
Ho\vever, in this case, the sports metaphors that map knowledge from the sports domain
into the negotiation situation are team, .not individual, sports. Specifically, integrative
negotiation involves problems, scripts, and feelings that are similar to ho\v we interact
\vith team-mates.

The problem shared by team-mates is that they must work together to beat the
competition and to make contributions toward this common goal. Integrative negotiation
means that parties must engage in collaborative problem solving. The script for team
sports involves people coordinating based on how well they contribute to meeting the
group's objective. There is no discussion needed that it is in every~'s interest to pass
the ball to the open player, even though, in doing so, it becomes more likely that she can
score "more points" than the other players. Differences in skills are seen as opportunities
to increase overall performance. Consider the Chicago BullS during the 1990s. The team
performed better as a whole when Michael Jordan did the scoring and Dennis Rodman
did the rebounding. It \vould be less productive if each player had spent half of the game
trying to be the shooter or the rebounder.. This would be similar to t\vo sisters dividing
the orange in half in the famous Follet example (Pruitt and Carnevale, 1993), who were
able to trade off on the peel and the pulp in order to maximize each other's interests. By
"logrolling" their talent, each player contributes more to the team's output. Such
logrolling is more possible when players are co-oriented to a script that enables synergy.
In much the same way, collaboration in integrative negotiation is possible. While we
t)pically think of integrative negotiation in the context of making tradeoffs on economic
issues of different value, the sports metaphor lets us see how mapping knowledge from
team sports co-orients negotiators to a collaborative script. Successful enactment of the
relationship synergy in team sports requires accurate information about abilities, much
the same \vay that ..logrolling in negotiation requires accurate information about the

-importance of issues.
The co-orientation to performance metrics provided by team sports also maps onto

feelings in integrative negotiation. When the team wins, all the players know without
discussion of who did what, etc., and that it is time to celebrate. Even though there will
al\vays be differences in objective individual measures of performance, co-orientation to
performance in team sports means that success if shared by the players -i.e., it is "win-
\vin."

In sum, sports metaphors generally provide a window on processes in distributive and
integrative negotiation. \Vhereas there are differences in problems, scripts, and feelings
that constitute the acti,,;ty, they both focus on the task and substantive issues (which are
kept distinct from relationships), the use of turn-taking and recorded action, and the
notion that outcomes are based on skill and strategy at the table. Kinhide (1976)
summarized this approach to ncgotiation as illustrative of an Erabi style (roughly "ma-
nipluative", "can do", "choosing"), whercin "a person sets his objective, devclops a plan
to reach that objective, and then acts to change the environment in accordance with that
plan ,. (Cohen, 1991: 30). Thus, like American sports, negotiations are conceived of in

il1Strumental terms and on reaching a desired solution to the task (Ting- Toomey, 1990).

.
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Sports are a cultural metaphor for the US. because there is a trcmendous amount of
sharcd exp~ri~nc~ \vith sporting events in this culture. "Super Bowl Sunday" is a national
holiday. Most public school di;tricts require a ccrtain amount of physical activity in gym
class every day. Givcn thc conncctions bctwccn sports and ncgotiation proccsscs, it could
be argtled that it is through contests of sport that Amcricans lcarn how to interact with
one anoth~r. Through the "education of attention" (Gibson, 1979) during sports, cultural
co-orientation is made p~sj~le in other domains of life. Yet this domain of experience is
not necessarily shared and thus accessible as a domain to understand negotiation in other
cultural contcxts. Next, we discuss a metaphor of negotiation that is likely to be more
applicable in the context of Japanese culture.

THE JAPANESE HOUSEHOLD (IE)

.

/"

While sports metaphors can help to understand cultural processes in the US, it is through
the organizing metaphor of the traditional Japanese household, or it, from which we can
vie..v the cultural basis of problems, scripts and feelings in negotiations in Japan. The
origin of the ie household dates back to the Meiji and feudal period of Japan (Kashima
and Callan, 1994), but has persisted in modern social organization inJapan today. Like
the shared experience of sports in the US, the it "pener:rates every nook and cranny of
Japanese society" (Nakane, 1970a: 4). Lebra (1992: 16), for instance, noted that:

No discussion of Japanese social organizalion would be complete\~;thoutsome-reference to --
the it ...Some scholars. ..have gone as far to characterize japan as an it-society in the
sense that the it is the most basic unit and penetrates Japanese society or is replicated in
many other organizations. .

--

According to Nakane (1970b), the it household is a social unit that "once established
assumes its continuity regardless of changes to its members, and exists at a core of the
social system as an indi..-idual uniL(p~LO2~t_constituteSr-in-essencer-a-well-defined-
social group who share work in an established frame-of residence which controls assets
(kasan) (Nakane, 1972; Kashima and Callan, 1994). In Japan, the ie has a different
meaning than a typical Western notion of family in that those -within_the_it do not think
of themselves as separate entities; rather there is a group consciousness (shJuudan irhikz)
that pervades the it (Nakane, 1970a)~

The fundamental "problem" withi_n the it is!?_~~~-~- sense of <::~~~nui~ ang-
succession over future generations. The problem is conceived of in- future terms, but also
reaches into the past through symbols of ancestors, such as shrines and graves (Lebra,
1992). Thus, unlike the sporting event, the problems involved in the ie are continuous
and do not have a beginning and end. Another aspect of the ie is that it has mechanism
for expansion, including honke (the first household) and bunk (the branch household),
which are hierarchically organized and linked together through mutual obligations
related to the problem of group preservation (Kashima and Callan, 1994). In this respect,
the problem is merged with relationships, unlike in indi..-idual sports, where the problem
(to win) is separated from the relationships involved. Like the metaphor of sports in the
US, ..vithin the ie, there is no need to select a method to assemble consensus over "what
is going on here?". All m~mbers of the it family understand that they are part of an

.
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indivisible functional lmit who work together to ensUre the continuity of the group.
The ie also includes a view of scripts. The "scripts" .of the it are concerned with how

tilt: specific family members organize relations and share work for self-preservation. 'ffit-s-~

Is~~necessary-:r6r':group"ipresefiiatioii: Social actions in the it are coordinated through
interpersonal bonds and power relationships. Activity is regulated by clear structural roles
bet..veen more senior members (e.g., father or eldest son) and subordinates, and there are
informal rules regarding the nature and amount of emotional involvement within the
vertical structure. For instance,-sul>Ordinate members of the it seek acceptance and
dependency from others, which is referred to as amat (Doi, 1973). \Vhen a person of
higher status fulfills amae, this produces obligations (gimu) to repay the favors of subordi-
nate members (on), all of which create a perpetual mutual involvement (Kashima and
Callan, 1994). Thus, the amat-on-gimu system regulates interaction betWeen members of
the it. As a set of coordinated actions, it provides the mechanisms through which the
quality or harmony (wa) of the relationships are maintained in the it. These informal
rules are regtllated by those within the it structure, and are highly particularistic. Just as
Americans are given many opportunities to be skilled in learning the formal rules of
interaction in sports, Japanese are given many opportunities to gain skills in learning the
informal rules which enact the coordinated scripts characteristic of the it.

Finally, the it organizing metaphor elucidates the cultural basis of feelings. Unlike the-
individual sports metaphor, differences in performance levels do not have the meaning of
winning versus losing. Instead, they reflect sacrifice for the greater ..vhole and are
rewarded with loyalty. And, unlike sports, outcomes are determined: not abilities or skills
that are- enactedduring-the-activiry;but; rather; by ascribed characteristics of parnes.

-+
THEjAPANESEIE AND NEGOTIATION

-
The ie organizing metaphor can be used to examine cultural dynamics of negotiation in
Japan; Interpretations of the negotiation task come from co-orientation to the conditions

another's interests in defining problems, rather than treating them as ~eparate and
oppose9, as in the sports metaphor. Union activity in Japan, for instance, reflects the
desire to cultivate cooperation andhai[Tiony-between labor and management. Manage-
ment often uses 'goal alignment'- techniques, whereby through information exchange,
they attempt to reduce demands (e.g., for increases in wages) through increasing employ-
ees identification with -thegoa!s- of the entire -organiZation -(e.g., the company prout)
(Gerhart and Milkovich, 1992): These techniques are not used as much in the US
(Morishima, 1991), which is consistent with our previous analysis of the sports metaphor.

like the household ie, negotiations are kept within the group or organization in Japan.
For instance, there are mainly enterprise unions in Japan, which are not tied to industry,
but, rather, are geared to\vard dealing with a particular employer (Gerhart and Milkovich,
1992). Allowing disputes to be resolved within the organization aIIO\VS for more flexibility
in the agreements that can be reached for the good of the group. .-\5 ~akane (1970a)
noted:

Members of a trade union, for example are too loyal to their own company to join forces
\\ith their brochcrs in ocher company unions... a union movement, a confroncacion,

.
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whCUlcr UICY mO1Y bc carricd on between the managers and \t"orkers or bctWcen ule f4lculty
and ,;tudCllts, is always carried on within an institution. ..it is like domcstic discord.

Just as activity is governed by status and interpersonal bonds to preserve harmony in the
ie, behaviors (scripts) are coorqinated in negotiations in a similar manner. In trying to
solve the group problem, negotiators are less focused on what each brings to the table in
terms of achievements, as in sports. Rather, they use ascribed status and informal
context-specific rules of conduct (shikata) to guide the behavior of the parties in order to
ma.~mize cooperation and harmony (wa). Consistent with our analysis of the ie, Graham
and his colleagues have demonstrated that variability in outcomes in dyadic negotiations
in Japan is explained most by roles, not tactics, as is the case in the US (Graham, 1983).
Along \vith this deference to verticality, however, comes a responsibility for the superior
in providing continuous support and loyalty. Thus, negotiators (e.g., sellers) are able to
interpret differences in outcomes which come about through deference (e.g., to buyers) as
being appropriate for the reward of loyalty in future interactions.

I..ikewise, just as scripts are based on emotional relatedness \vithin the Japanese ie,
negotiators' scripts often involve appeals to the feelings and goodwill of others (e.g., the
use of amae, netnau:ashi and naniwahushz), rather than to logic and rationality (March,
1990). For example, March (1990) describes the script of "jYaniwabushz'" as involving an
emotional appeal that takes place in three stages: the opening (kikkake), wherein the
negotiator discusses his feelings about the relationship between the parties and his
feelings; the serne, which details critical events that have ~ed up to the negotiation; and the
urei, in which the negotiator expresses great sorrow or self-pity surrounding the events. A
negotiation over repa}"ment of a loan in Japan is described as follows:

In your approach to the finance company, you open with a statement that describes your
relationship with them over the years. You tell them what a good customer you have been
...ho\v you brought new customers to them. ..This is the kikkake. In the Ierne, you focus
on the disastrous effects the recession has had on your business. ..your family now eats
nothing but the Japanese equi..ci.lent of Big Macs... you can only continue to SUl"'v;...c if the
payments are cut in half. ..In the urn, you explain what will happen to you if yourcrcditors
do not grant this request. You will lose the automobile and therefor all your income. -.So
you plead "Grant my request."

As March (1990) notes, the more emotionally moving the story, the more likely it is that
it will be persuasive, as parties who do not compromise is such siruations would be seen
as cold-hearted. Unlike sports, the use of a victim mentality (higairaha irhiki) is frequent,
and not surprisingly, is not associated with the same feelings as in the sports context.

In sum, the Japanese ie provides a window into cultural co-orientation in negotiation.
I..ike the ie household, the problems, scripts, and feelings that constitute the activity focus
on relational and emotional issues (which are merged with the substantive task) (Ting-
Toomey, 1990), the use of status and interpersonal bonds to guide action, and the notion
that outcomes differences reflect loyalty and protection. Kinhide (1976) summarized this
approach to negotiation as illustrative of an Awase style ("adaptive"}, in which one adapts
to the environment and treats the social relationship as the end in and of itself (Cohen,
1991). Thus, as in the ie, negotiations are conceived of in relational/emotional terms and
on presenlng the continuity and harmony of the group.

+
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DISCUSSION

In this chapter, we have argtled that negotiation is a socially constructed reality based on

metaphoric mappings. We further argued that through apperception, metaphors create
correspondences bet\veen shared domains of experience (e.g. sports,japanese it), and the
negotiation en..;ronment itself, and in effect, create the subjective and social reality of
negotiation. We then argtled tharbymaking dominant metaphors explicit, it is possible
to see cultural processes in negotiation. Specifically, we described two metaphors, Nego-
tiation as sport in the US and negotiation as ie household gathering in japan to illustrate our
thesis that negotiations are constructed as conceptual mappings to other shared domains
of experience which vary across cultures.

Our examples of metaphoric mappings were selective by necessity. For example, there
are other aspects of mappings winthin the sports and japanee it metaphor that are
informative of cultural dynamics, such as the role of audiences and third parties,
conceptions of time in negotition, the selection of negotiators, etc. An understanding of
these elements in negotiation cn be found through further analysis of ontological corre-
spondences in the contrasting metaphors. For example, audiences in sporting events
expect competition, whereas audiences in the Japanese it expect 'cooperation, which can
help us to understand the role of constituents in negotiations.

Furthennore, our discussion was sclective in that the specific metaphors wc described
(sports and the i.e.) are not thc only domains that are mapped to the context of
negotiation in the US and Japan. Indeed, ~e emphasize that multiple ncgotiation
metaphors are developed within every cultur~ For example, different me~aphors are
probably activated when individuals are negotiating with in-groups versus out-grOllPS in
collecti..istic cultures (Triandis, McCusker, and Hui, 1990). Similarly, within the US
given that \vomen have historically had less shared experience with the domain of
competitive sports, both informally and professionally, it is likely that they have different
"metaphors-in-use" in negotiation. A critical issue for future rcsearch, theref~r!:.~- ~s_.!~_.
document the subsets of metaphors available in different cultures. In addition, we also
emphasize that our conceptualization of the metaphoric construction of negotiation is
dynamic, not static; that is, metaphors become activated by situational conditions and
also change over time throughout social interactions. As such, we believe that it is crucial
for future research to focus on the conditions under which different metaphors gain-
cognitive and motivational force in negotiation. Below, we discuss additional theoretical
and practical implications of our metaphor perspective on negotiation.

I
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THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS

Theoretically speaking, a metaphoric perspective on culture and negotiation is likely to
be useful in understanding and predicting cultural differences in negotiation. By docu-
menting different metaphors-in-use, we can illuminate different levels of reality in
negotiations. Metaphors can also be useful to test whether negotiation theories, which
h.lve been generally developed in the West, are applicable in other cultural contexts. For
instance, many or the competitive cognitive biascs that have bcen wcll-documcnted in the
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negotiation literature (fixed-pie error. self-serving biases), are likely to be constructed
through dominant metaphors \'fhich highlight competition (e.g., indi\idual sports) and
are probably culti\"i1ted less in other cultural contexts.

In developing a cultural peI7pective on negotiation it will be important to unearth the
dominant metaphors in our science as well. Just as humans conceptualize negotiation
through metaphors, scientists also rely on the use of metaphor to develop theories (Leary,
1990; Weiner, 1991). Giv.cnthat the science of negotiation has been developed in the
West, it is likely that it is laden with Western metaphors (cf. Gray, 1994). Indeed, a
perusal of the literature reveals symbolic evidence of underlying conceptual mappings
that are reflective of battle and game metaphors (e.g., "common ground," "strategy,"
"matching tactics"), as well as dramatagurical metaphors (e.g., "frames," "roles") (Gelfand
and Raver, 2000). Indeed, to advance theorizing in this area, it would be useful to
generate new metaphors in order to highlight additional components of the phenomenon
that are neglected by current metaphors in the science of negotiation.

The metaphor perspective can also be useful in cross-cultural psychology (Gannon and
Associates, 1994). In particular, it both complements and adds to a dimensional ap-
proach (Hofstede, 198Da}. Dominant cultural metaphors, which reflect holistic accounts
of shared experience, should incorporate multiple dimensions of culture (cf: Gannon and
Associates, 1994). For instance, the Japanese ie dcscribed pre..iously reflects the focus on
vertical collectivism (friandis and Gelfand, 1998). Likewise, indi..idual sports in the U.S.
reflect dimensions of vertical individualism (friandis and Gelfand, 1998). Metaphors
then, simultaneously reflect and support broad cultUral themes. Yet metaphors, as
d}~namlc.,-mulnraceted-cultiirar eXperience, may help lirik more distal perspectives of
culture, which are captured well bya dimensional approach, to the more proximal "here
and no\v" of the life space of the individual (i.e. individuals' cognitions), which is more
predictive of bchavior (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). We also suggest that the "here and
now" of negotiating can be understood with the categories of problems, scripts, and
feelings. Each is a part of every negotiation experience, and, taken together, as entailments.of:-a-surrounding-metaphoric-context,they..provide 

a holistic account of negotiating.
In--addition,- a metaphor perspective on culture should add to basic research on

subjective culture (friandis, 1972). In recent years, rescarchers have begun to document
'and categorize the. tendencies of "individualists" and "collectivists." The person, as a
member of a particular cultural group, has been the basi~ unit of analysis. However, the
nature of metaphor, as a coherent, holistic, conceptual scheme suggests an alternative
view. Rather than stabt~.!~ts, cul~~.~!~tud.es_are seen as "systems of orientation." (cf.
H~~g, M~rris, Chui, and Benet-Martinez, 2000). This shifts the basic unit of analysis in
cross-cultural research to the "here and now" of a particular social situation, rather than
the person, on average, across a variety of situations. And, a metaphor ..ie\v suggests that
cultural attitudes are not necessarily stable across situations, but, rather, can be chosen.
In effect, it might be the case that one's cultural attitude can be the product of a reasoned
choice, rather than the accident of one's national heritage. In short, a metaphor
perspective on culture raises interesting questions about the very nature of cultural

attitudes.
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PRACTICAL I~IPLICAT[ONS: METAPHOR" AND INTERCl'LTURAL

N EGOTIA TIONS

+

The current perspective also helps us.to see why intercultural negotiations can be more
difficult than intracultural negotiations (Graham, 1985). In other words, when negotia-
tors are operating with the same metaphorical framework, as is often the case in
intracultural negotiations, they co-orient to the situation, and, thus, share the same social
reality. Sharing reality puts them in a better position to negotiate successfully. However,
when metaphors are not shared, as is often the case in intercultural negotiations,
enactment of social reality is more difficult. In short, it requires that steps must be taken
to assemble consensllS over problems, scripts, and feelings, or in essence, defining the
constitutive rules that define the negotiation context. In this way, metaphor is a tool for
fll'gotiatillg the ntgotiation. In other words, a metaphor perspective places an emphasis on
problem-setting (Sch_on, 1993) in addition to problem-solving.

In this respect, metaphors are useful for prescriptive research on culture and negotia-
tion. The pulpose of this type of research is to prescribe methods for managing cultural
dynamics in negotiation, and asks the question, "\Vhat should be done when two parties
from different cultures are attempting to negotiate?" According to the current theory,
cross-cultural trainers can first try to create a shared metaphor, which both parties can
use to coordinate their attempts to manage their interdependence. This approach relies
on perspective taking, rather than trying to change the parties themselves. In this view,
the most important role of cross-cultural trainers (or mediators) is the making of
"generative metaphor" (Schon, 1993) and helping negotiators to restructure their cognitions
to be complementary ~

In addition, metaphors pro..ide a useful tool because negotiators are not able to "see"
their own culture. By using metaphors, we are in a better position to help negotiators
within a culture develop an understanding of how their own culture has shaped the

_reality_tiley_impose on negotiation situations. As compared to a dimensional approach to
-cross-cultural training, this method provides a rich domain of experience within which
negotiators can understand the dynamics of their culture (see Gannon, 2001 for other
applications of metaphor training). Indeed, recent research within the US has sho..vn that
negotiators can benefit from recei..ing training which has its basis in metaphor (Loe..venstein,
Thompson, and Gentner, 1999).

Moreover, _as described above, new metaphors can be chosen in negotiation. Since
metaphors can be used to create, change, sustain, or eliminate culture as needed, the
current view avoids ecological determinism (Kashima and Callan, 199-1-). By illuminating
the functions of culture, we are able to actively "create" different cultures in negotiation.
For instance, in the US, scholars and practitioners alike advocate an integrative approach
to negotiation over the distributive approach. To better facilitate the use of integrative
negotiation, we can encourage negotiators to apply different metaphors to enact negotia-
tion. We can try to focus negotiators on seeing themselves as part of the same team,
rather than competitors, in a sporting contest. By doing this, negotiators would be
oriented to problems that are \vin-win in nature, scripts would relate to using each
negotiators skills and information about the situation to come up \vith the best strategy
for both to win. and \vould affirm the identity that goes along ..\-ith being a functional
member of the same tt"am .witll a common goal.
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CONCLUS(ON

Centuries ago, Aristotle argued that "the greatest thing by far is to be a master of
metaphor (.wtotle, ca. 330 Bc/1924, cited in Leary, 1990). Like Aristotle, we
argue that metaphors are crucial to the understanding of cultural dynamics in

negotiation. By making metaphors explicit, insights about cultural differences, and
their origins, can be unearthed. Moreover, when culture can be vie..ved, it can also
be managed. Managing culture, as metaphor, is about creating a new social reality.
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I As an example of an integrative negotiation structure, imagine a l1egoti;ition betwecri- a riiarricd-" couple over where to go on vacation (pruitt, I 986). The husband insistS on going to the

mountains and staying in a log cabin, whereas his wife demands to go to a luxury hotel on the

beach. At first glance, their interests appeared to be of a fixed-sum nature -one party's gain

(going to the mountains and staying a log cabin) is the other party's loss (going toa Iu.-rury hotel

on the beach), and therefore one party will have to sacrifice his or her preferences completely in

order to reach an agreement. However, with further discussion, the parties discover that there-.-

are two issues at stake in the negotiation, location and accommOdatioriS;-anCf1fiilTtfieya'ilIer on _.

the extent to which they prioriti?e these issues. Suppose that the husband re"-cals that hiS prion~--- is the location (i.e., the mountains), while the wife reveals that her primary concern is the

accommodation (i.e., the luxury hotd). By recognizing such dill'erences in priorities, the couple -'-- ---

can make tradeoffs that provide mutually beneficial outcomes (e.g.,. go to a 1u.'Cury hotel in the

mountains). --~
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